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Case Study – Mission Foods
2125 Interstate Drive, Lakeland, FL 33805

Objectives
Mission Foods is best known as the #1 tortilla company in the United States, as well as for its fresh, authentic Mexican
food products. In 2017, Mission Foods needed to renovate their facility in Lakeland, Florida. JAX Refrigeration, through
its JAX Cool department, was contracted to provide a cool box room for the dehumidification systems on two additional
tortilla-cooling rooms, and to install insulated metal panels and doors at the food processing facility where their famous
tortillas are packaged. JAX Cool worked with Grumma Engineering to add new walls and doors to the 5,000-square-foot
project. The project lasted roughly one month.

Project Facts


5,000 square feet of insulated metal paneling
prepared, cut, and installed



100% of the required work completed in-house at JAX
Cool



Brought in additional shifts to cover 20-hour workdays
in order to get the bulk of the cool box installed and
operational



Cool box room was functional within 2 days



Cutting of insulated panels completed outdoors to
ensure food safety and eliminate dust contamination



Stainless steel trim installed to maximize facility’s
overall cleanliness
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Unique Approach
JAX Cool was faced with a major project that
required a tight turnaround in order to allow the
plant to remain operational and avoid disruption in
productivity. The project required high standards of
sanitation in the workspace, and careful measures
were taken to avoid contamination of products
being produced. The logistics of moving workspaces
from place to place in order to accommodate new
construction also presented a challenge.
Despite the tight schedule and space limitations,
the JAX Cool team delivered. The project was successfully completed on time. The demonstrated level of work ethic and
dedication made this particular project stand above the rest, not only for JAX Refrigeration, but also in the eyes of peers
in the construction industry, as it resulted in a 2018 Excellence in Construction Award.

Exemplary Teamwork
While the scope of work executed in this project was relatively customary, it is the exemplary teamwork executed by
JAX Cool that makes this project notable. The JAX Cool team went above and beyond its contracted scope of work in
the interest of delivering an overall successful project. Aggressive scheduling and existing obstacles were met with
understanding, flexibility and professionalism. All work was completed within deadlines and met JAX Refrigeration’s
high standard of quality.

Challenges
With areas of the existing facility already in place, JAX Cool’s scope of work involved much more than a standard
installation. This project required ancillary tasks and an ever-changing work area. Obstacles such as lighting and
eyewash stations, as well as other elements of the existing facility, were often in the way. The JAX Cool team worked
diligently to help rectify the situation with the owner, while continuing to press progress forward by having its crews work
in other areas.
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Tricky Timeline
Long-term shutdowns of Mission Foods’ production line were not an option during the project. The remaining areas of
the facility needed to remain functional at the highest capacity as JAX Cool prepared, cut, installed and finished 5,000
square feet of insulated metal paneling. In order to ensure continued plant productivity, the JAX Cool team had only one
weekend to completely install the cool box room. JAX Cool spent a great deal of time carefully planning and preparing
for the task. Bringing in additional shifts to cover 20-hour workdays, the JAX Cool team was able to get the bulk of the
cool box room installed and functional in an impressive two days, much to the client’s appreciation.
The extremely tight workspaces – and requisite flexibility – made this project particularly challenging. An almost roundthe-clock installation schedule made it even more noteworthy.

Food Safety
Keeping food safety and productivity as a top priority, JAX Cool worked odd hours, through weekends and overnight, to
avoid disrupting the facility’s daytime operating hours. All cutting of the insulated panels was moved outdoors to ensure
food safety, and each panel was brought back in individually, by hand, to eliminate any dust contamination.
However, the challenges continued even after the critical deadline was met. The trim-work selected for this project was
stainless steel-based, to maximize the finished facility’s overall cleanliness. This type of material requires an increased
skill level to deliver the standard of craftsmanship that JAX Cool provides. JAX Cool had the knowledgeable tradesmen
to deliver. The stainless-steel trim was installed along floors, doorways and conveyor openings throughout the facility.
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Synopsis
The JAX Cool team completed 100% of the required work in-house. It was critical for the JAX Cool team to have the
cool box room functional within two days. The request for unique trim work required a team with additional skills, which
JAX Cool was able to provide. Through the team’s work ethic and appreciation for the client’s deep sense of urgency,
JAX Cool was able to keep the client’s existing facility functioning at the highest possible capacity while completing the
project in a timely, professional and flexible manner.
The Mission Foods project exemplifies the heart behind the JAX Cool and JAX Refrigeration way of doing business –
innovation in responsiveness, problem solving and a customer-first team of driven professionals.
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